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Casafina’s Deer frienDs, introDuCeD in 2014, is quiCkly beComing the 

company’s most popular pattern. “It’s the hottest thing we have, just two years old and an 

unbelievable success,” enthuses matt Hullfish, national sales manager. the 11-piece collection is 

growing quickly. New serveware, giftware, textiles, and glassware includes napkins, place mats, 

spoon rests, votives, platters, canape plates, wine glasses, and tumblers. “Deer Friends was conceived with an artist in Califor-

nia and then tweaked and tweaked until just the right amount of fun evolved,” says Donna smith, president. smith founded 

Casafina with her husband Samuel in 1988. “I recall my reaction to the initial sketches and how handsome we all thought our 

lead character was,” smith exclaims. “We’re enjoying the exciting evolution and continue to expand the collection each season. 

at the summer markets, we’ll introduce additional ceramic serveware as well as glass and textiles.” Deer Friends uses the same 
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body and base colors (green and tan) as Casafina’s 

best-selling Bistro collection. “We did this so consumers 

could mix Deer Friends with our Bistro solids, providing 

more coordinated pieces for the table,” smith notes. 

the design also complements the popular Vintage Port 

collection which comes in green and red. “Deer Friends 

builds better, more dynamic displays with these solid 

color collections,” says Hullfish. 

he microwave and dishwasher 

safe collection retails from 

$9 for a napkin up to $119 

for a set of four dinner plates. 

“We’ve had an incredible 

reception to the design,” 

Hullfish says. “Many end 

consumers have told us they 

use it well after the holidays because it’s really more of 

a winter design, not necessarily a Christmas pattern. this 

allows purchasers to get more use out of the collection, 

all through the winter season. this is one reason we think 

Deer Friends has quickly grown into one of our 

top collections.”


